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DOWNLOAD Buju Banton stuns the internet with yet another

exciting new song called . This is a new uptempo song by two
of the most successful and popular artists in the world. Its
duration is 20 minutes. Bright, hypnotic text, in which all

the words are immersed, and a deep, exciting rhythm.
"TilShiloh" begins with words that have become a kind of
visualization song, which is a deep provocation regarding
the pain experienced by a person and his loneliness. BRAND

NEW SONG The hero cannot be alone. Love suffering.
Experiences of loss. Adventures . A kick to change Everyone
in the TillShilh world can share this love story. TWO LOVE
You will be the second in my life. You think you got me My
life is in your hands. I'm trying to fight. Please! PROTEST
In relation to my/your own suffering. Everything I created
trying to leave me/you. Deception or death. Unnecessary

memories. Cruelty or indifference. Violence or pain. I can't
take even one hit. Too painful. Why? I don't want to answer
this question. Why do you think, What have you experienced
in your life? If you only knew, I wouldn't do it. Any answer
I am ready to accept. But I don't agree. Because I do not

know, how to continue to live. And it seems to me my life is
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just beginning. The song "TILSHILH" is a protest against
many people who do not want to live in a world where there
is love. PROTEST, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTION, PART OF THE

CONCERT PROGRAM
______________________________________________ You can also
buy the original German version of the Buuju~Banton album
and its digital version with all freshly minted songs,

photos, videos, clips, DVDs and booklets from the official
distributor all
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